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Abstract. A hybrid structure photonic crystal fiber gas sensor is presented in this paper to detect toxic and colorless gases. 

The guiding properties of proposed structure have been numerically investigated using finite element method (FEM). From 

the numerical results sensitivity of the proposed structure is enhanced to 15.67%. The Confinement loss or Leakage loss 

decreased to 1.12×10-7 by acquainting an octagonal ring of air holes in the outer cladding. The proposed H-PCF can be used 

in a wider range of wavelength from 0.8µm to 2 µm. The proposed structure has significantly lower confinement losses, 

higher sensitivity and is more flexible for its simplicity compared with early proposed PCFs. 

Keywords: Hybrid Photonic Crystal Fiber (H-PCF), Evanescent Field, Gas Sensor, Sensitivity, Finite Element Method and 

Confinement Loss. 

 

Hibrit Kaplamaları Photonıc Kristal Fibere Dayalı Basit Yapılı Gaz Sensörü Tasarımı 

Özet. Bir melez yapılı fotonik kristal fiber gaz sensörü, toksik ve renksiz gazları algılamak için, bu çalışmada sunulmuştur. 

Önerilen yapının yol gösterici özellikleri sayısal sonlu elemanlar metodu (FEM) kullanılarak incelenmiştir. Sayısal sonuçlardan 

önerilen yapı duyarlılığı %15.67’e yükseltilmiştir. Hapsetme kaybı ya da kaçak kaybı, dış cephe hava deliklerinin sekizgen 

halka yapısı ile 1.12 × 10-7 değerine düşmüştür. Önerilen H-PCF, 0.8μm ile 2 um dalga boyu aralığında kullanılabilir. Önerilen 

yapı, daha düşük hapsi kayıpları, yüksek duyarlılık sahibidir ve önceden önerilen PCFs ile karşılaştırıldığında sadeliği için daha 

esnektir. 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Hibrit Fotonik Kristal Fiber (H-PCF), Evanescent Alan, Gaz Sensörü, Duyarlılık, Sonlu Elemanlar 

Metodu ve Hapsetme Kaybı. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) consist of periodically arranged air holes in cladding and core run all over 

the length of fiber [1]. Some unique novel properties of PCFs have drawn the attraction of researchers 

for its more flexibility than conventional optical fibers. Development of regular or irregular PCF 

structure helps researchers to achieve more efficiency as well as use it in multipurpose like gas sensing 

[2-6], chemical sensing [7], bio sensing [8], cancer cell detection [9], medical science [10], and 

temperature sensing [11-12]. Like different structural shape, geometrical parameters of fiber are also 

responsible to vary guiding properties [13]. Some different lattice structures like octagonal [14], 

hexagonal [15], decagonal [16], circular honey comb cladding [17], elliptical [18] were proposed to 

achieve the better guiding properties of photonic crystal fiber (PCF).  

The application of fiber in sensing Hexagonal PCF [3], octagonal PCF [14] and multicore PCF [19], are 

most popular because of their attractive features and shows lots of peculiar properties such as strong 
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resistance to electromagnetic interference, good reliable, application of remote monitoring and easy 

networking etc. [7]. Accurate control of air holes and their periodicity increase the fabrication tolerance 

[7,11] and also handle index guiding properties like sensitivity, confinement loss etc. 

 

Number of papers has been published to improve the confinement loss and sensitivity. The article of 

Park et al. [7] was proposed an index-guiding PCF with a high index ring defect in the center for 

increasing the relative sensitivity and confinement loss simultaneously. The central air hole of proposed 

PCF was surrounded with a hollow high index GeO2-SiO2 ring defect. A small core surrounding with 

large air holes shows very large overlap of light [20] in microstructure optical fiber. The octagonal PCF 

shows better performance than hexagonal PCF for index-guiding properties [21] of microstructure 

optical fiber. Octagonal PCFs are provided some major attractive feature like lower confinement loss, 

small effective area and wideband single mode operation comparing to conventional PCFs [22].  

Modified OPCFs (innermost layer two air holes are missing and other air holes are elliptical) are more 

suitable for sensing systems than conventional OPCFs [23]. In 2015, few PCF structures with hybrid 

cladding were proposed for chemical [24-26] and gas sensing [27, 28].  

 

Md. Selim Habib et al. [29] proposed five rings octagonal photonic crystal fiber structure and reported 

that pitch variation between two adjacent air holes in the same ring and adjacent rings provided better 

index guiding properties compare to traditional OPCF. Bo Li et al. [30] proposed an octagonal multicore 

photonic crystal fiber structure with low confinement loss and good perspective for applications in high 

power propagation and others fields. Mohammad Nejad et al. [31] proposed two types of OPCF (one is 

T-OPCF and another is H-OPCF) those are very suitable for near future applications. 

 

The article [7] proposed a new index-guided PCF with a hollow GeO2-doped high index ring defect [32, 

33] applied in chemical sensing applications to achieve larger evanescent wave interaction efficiency, 

smaller confinement loss, and smaller splicing loss than prior PCFs simultaneously. This structure 

reported high sensitivity of 5.09% what has significantly improved from 4.79% of prior structure [3] as 

well as confinement loss is reduced to 1.25dB\m from 32.4dB\m of prior structure. In [4] provided high 

sensitivity (10.00% improved compared to prior) and low confinement loss (6.0×10-4 times less than 

prior) by increasing core diameter and decreasing the distance between centers of two adjacent holes. 

Saeed Olyaee et al. [5] proposed an evanescent gas sensor based on modified PCF with high sensitivity 

and low confinement low. The authors proposed different types of hexagonal PCF structure and reached 

a maximum sensitivity 13.23% at wavelength 1.33µm as well as confinement loss reduced to 3.77×10-

6 at the same wavelength.  

In this paper, a new modified Hybrid Cladding PCF structure (H-PCF) is used to achieve higher relative 

sensitivity and lower confinement losses than the previous PCF where the proposed Hybrid PCF is 

consisted with three ring air holes in cladding and the hollow core at the core. In proposed PCF, no 
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material doping was used and that’s why the fabrication cost and as well as complexity is reduced. Also, 

outermost cladding ring is replaced by an octagonal ring to improve confinement loss and better relative 

sensitivity is achieved by optimizing the parameters of the proposed simple structure. Finally this paper 

is introducing an evanescent field gas sensor based on micro structure photonic crystal fiber. A full 

vector finite element method is applied to analyze the effect of changing different parameters of an index 

guiding PCF of the proposed structure. And it has also improved sensitivity and confinement loss 

compare to prior [5] structure.  

2. GEOMETRICS OF THE PROPOSED HPCF 

Fig 1 shows transverse cross sectional view of the proposed PCF which shows both high sensitivity and 

low confinement loss along with. The background material is pure silica whose refractive index changes 

with the wavelength according to the sellmier equation. This simple structure comprises of three rings 

of air holes. The first two rings of air holes are hexagonal and the outer ring is octagonal. A hollow core 

is used to centralize the interaction of light in the core region. The diameter of the hollow-core is set to 

dc=2µm which has been filled with air. The diameters of the air holes of inner rings, the second ring and 

the outer ring are denoted as d1=2.75 µm, d2=2.70 µm and d3=3.5 µm. The hole to hole distance is called 

the pitch (Ʌ) of a PCF structure. The distance of the center of the holes between second and third ring 

assumed as Ʌ1 and the distance between the centers of the two adjacent holes of third ring assumed as 

Ʌ2. Thickness of the two layers of the Perfect Matched Layer (PML) has been set 10% around to meet 

the factual boundary condition.  

 

Fig. 1 Transverse Cross-sectional view of proposed structure 

 

3. NUMERICAL METHOD ANALYSIS 

To solve the Maxwell’s equations finite-element method [FEM] with perfectly matched boundary layers 

(PML) is utilized because of its reliability [17]. Here is investigated the optical properties of the 
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proposed PCF as well as calculated confinement loss and sensitivity, as the goal of this research is to 

find higher sensitivity and at lower confinement loss simultaneously. 

 

Confinement Loss is one of the most important parameter of the PCF structure. Variations of different 

parameters are responsible for changing confinement loss such as the number of layers, number of air 

holes, air hole diameter and the pitch. A small portion of power leakage is unavoidable while light 

energy passes through a photonic crystal fiber. This leakage of light energy from core to exterior matrix 

material is known as confinement loss which is related to the attenuation coefficient α of the fundamental 

mode. The attenuation constant α can be calculated as follow [20] 

 

𝛼 = 2𝑘0Im[∜]          (1) 

where, k0=2π/λ and 𝐼𝑚[𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓]is called as the imaginary part of the refractive index. 

 

Confinement loss(dB/m) Lc is related to the attenuation coefficient α and can be expressed as 

 

Lc=10lg 𝑒. 𝛼 = 8.686⋅
2π

λ
⋅Im[𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓](dB/m) 

The relationship between gas concentration and optical intensity can be expressed according to the 

Lambert BeersLaw and shown in equation (2)  

    IT(ω)=I0(ω)exp[-rα(ω)LC]                                                  (2) 

Where IT(ω) and I0(ω) are the intensity of transmitted light and incident light respectively, L is path 

length, C is gas concentration and r is relative sensitivity coefficient. 

The relative sensitivity coefficient can be derived using below formula and donated by equation (3)  

                                                         𝑟 =
𝑛𝑠

𝑅𝑒[𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓]
 𝑓                                                                      (3) 

Where,𝑛𝑠 is the refractive index of the absorbing material and𝑅𝑒[𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓] is the real part of effective 

refractive index. 𝑓is the ratio of optical power of the air holes to the total power. 

According to the poynting’s theorem 𝑓 can be expressed as 

                                               𝑓 =
∫ 𝑅𝑒

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 (𝐸𝑥𝐻𝑦−𝐸𝑦𝐻𝑥) 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦

∫ 𝑅𝑒
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝐸𝑥𝐻𝑦−𝐸𝑦𝐻𝑥) 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦

                                                         (4) 

Where, 𝐸𝑥 and  𝐻𝑥 are transverse electric field and magnetic field, 𝐸𝑦 and 𝐻𝑦 are longitudinal electric 

field and magnetic field. Using finite-element method (FEM) we obtained the mode field pattern 𝐸𝑥, 

𝐻𝑥, 𝐸𝑦,𝐻𝑦 and effective index 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 with COMSOL Multiphysics 4.2. 
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4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The relationships among wavelength, sensitivity, confinement loss, hollow core, first layer diameter, 

second layer diameter and modal intensity are analyzed in this section. Resultant confinement loss and 

sensitivity are also described for the variation of different PCF properties. 

(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 2 (a) Two dimensional end-face electric field distribution of the fundamental mode. (b) three dimensional electric field 

distribution of the fundamental mode. 

 

In the core region the fundamental mode in the proposed PCF is tightly confined which has been shown 

in the Fig. 2. From the figure it is examined that the electric field distribution is uniform around the 

hollow core. Fig. 3 represents the three dimensional field distribution of the fundamental mode through 

the Z-axis. 

 

The comparison of relative refractive index and wavelength are shown in the Fig. 3 for varying hollow 

core dc=1.8 µm, dc=2.0 µm and dc=2.2 µm. From the figure it is clear that for all cases the refractive 

index decreases linearly with the increase of wavelength. It seems that the relation of wavelength and 

refractive index is anti-proportional. 

 

Fig. 3 variation of the real part of effective refractive index as a function of wavelength for different hollow core dc=1.8 µm, 

dc=2.0 µm and dc=2.2 µm 
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(a)                                                                          (b) 

Fig. 4 (a) Sensitivity versus wavelength and (b) confinement loss versus wavelength by varying hollow core dc=1.8 µm, dc=2.0 

µm and dc=2.2 µm 

 

Fig. 4 shows the investigation impact of changing of hollow core diameter on relative sensitivity and 

confinement loss. Both the relative sensitivity and confinement loss increases according with the 

increasing of the core diameter which has been shown in the figure when d1=2.75 µm, d2=2.70 µm and 

d3=3.50 µm. The optimized value of dc=2.0 µm was set due to both high relatve sensitivity and lower 

confinement loss. Although the higher diameter of dc=2.2 µm shows better sensitivity but it was 

eliminated due to avoid collision of air holes.  

 

Fig. 5 depits significant impact on the PCF for sensitivity with different diameter of the air hole of the 

nearest ring to the core. Both relative sensitivity and confinement loss increases with the increasing of 

inner ring diameters when the other optimized parameters dc=2.0µm, d2=2.70 µm and d3=3.50 µm were 

constant.  

  

  

(a)                                                                          (b) 

Fig. 5 (a) Relative sensitivity versus Wavelength and (b) Confinement loss versus Wavelength for d1=2.60 µm, d1=2.75 µm 

and d1=2.80 µm when dc=2.0µm, d2=2.70 µm and d3=3.50 µm were optimized. 
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The impact of change in relative sensitivity and confinement loss with the change of outer ring of sir 

holes has been illustrated in Fig. 6. From the figure it is clear that the relative sensitivity remains same 

but the confinement loss varies with the wavelength. So it can be demonstrate that the outer ring of the 

PCF has a great impact on confinement loss. The outer ring varies wihle the optimized parameters 

dc=2.0µm, d1=2.60 µm, d2=2.70 µm remains constant. The confinement loss increases gradually with 

the wavelength but it is not linear in nature.  

 

  

(a)                                                                          (b) 

Fig 6 (a) Relative sensitivity versus Wavelength and (b) Confinement loss versus Wavelength for d3=3.60 µm, d3=3.50 µm and 

d3=3.40 µm when dc=2.0µm, d1=2.75 µm and d2=2.70 µm were optimized. 

 

 

Fig. 7 shows the comparison of Relative sensitivity and confinement loss between the prior and the 

proposed PCFs. From the both figures it is clear that in the proposed PCF the relative sensitivity is 

greatly enhanced and also shows a low confinement loss varying with the wavelength which is much 

better than the prior PCF.   

 

  

(a)                                                                          (b) 

Fig. 7 (a) Relative sensitivity versus  Wavelength and (b) Confinement loss versus Wavelength  of proposed and prior PCF 

structures. 
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The values of the relative sensitivity and confinement loss among the proposed optimum H-PCF and the 

different global parameters have been shown in Table 1. The table describes the optimization of the 

parameters and its better consequences. The proposed PCF has been analyzed at the wider range of 

wavelength of 0.8µm to 2 µm where a huge number of absorption line relies. The proposed H-PCF can 

sense the colorless and toxic gases like (Ammonia, Carbondioxide, Mithene etc) within the absorption 

line of the relevant gases. 

 

Table 1 Values of Relative Sensitivity and Confinement loss among the various global parameters and optimized values of 

proposed H-PCF. 

Change in Parameters (%) Sensitivity (r%) Con. Loss (dB/m) 

+10 16.01% 2.46 ×10-3 

+5 15.98% 2.94×10-4 

Optimum 15.67% 1.12×10-7 

-5 33.12% 2.09×10-7 

-10 32.01% 3.66×10-7 
 

Lastly, the proposed PCF sensor shows simplicity than any other PCF structure which have been 

proposed before. The prior PCF gas sensors are very complex in geometry. It introduced that sensitivity 

increases for replacement of circular air holes by hexagonal air holes at first ring. Increment of sensitivity 

is 9.9% to 13.23% at wavelength 1.33µm where the proposed structure shows 15.67%. As like as 

sensitivity the proposed structure also reduces confinement loss 1.12×10-7 from 3.77×10-6.  With a 

hollow core and the combination of hexagonal and octagonal geometry, it brings more unique than any 

other optical gas sensors and chemical sensors. Without using doping the proposed H-OPCF shows high 

sensitivity and low confinement loss simultaneously. The background silica is surrounded with only 41 

air holes, arranged in a very simple geometric structure which is easy to fabricate and also results in 

lower cost for manufacturing and highly applicable in sensing systems. Due to the advancement of 

nanotechnology the Proposed PCF can be fabricated by the modern fabrication techniques like sol-gel 

[29] and selective-filling technique [30]. By sol-gel Technique any type of PCF with different hole size 

can be fabricated.  

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, a simple Hybrid PCF structural gas sensor based on the index-guiding PCF with hollow 

core is designed. Two sensing properties such as sensitivity and confinement loss have been investigated 

on proposed Hybrid PCF at different wavelength. The proposed Hybrid PCF successfully obtained 

higher sensitivity and lower confinement loss simultaneously. To achieve more sensitivity, innermost 

air holes diameter in first layers are increased and designed in circular as well as second layer. The 

outermost layer among three layers is designed in circular also for reducing confinement loss. At 

wavelength λ=1.33µm, the Methane absorption line is enhanced to the relative sensitivity value of 
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15.67% but in early published index-guiding PCF was 13.23% as well as confinement loss has been 

reduced to 1.12×10-7 from 3.77×10-6. We mostly hopeful that the proposed Hybrid PCF will be helpful 

for gas sensing as well as chemical sensing system applications and successfully overcome the critical 

trade-off between two index-guiding properties like sensitivity and confinement loss.  
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